Curse of Samhain
A “FATE/Legends of Anglerre” One Shot by Radulf St. Germaine

Teaser
In the year 1130, a year after Lord Eichenfall was lynched by his serfs, Count-Elector Fredrich von
Stahlbad sends a group of knights to restore order in the province of Samhain. The cursed barony is
a place of constant twilight due to the clouds of the volcano and rumors say that the old,
bloodthirsty gods of the forest are still revered by secret cults. The druids, wild priests of the old
faith, are stirring again and some believe that they are behind the death of their liege lord. Yet,
others whisper of Eichenfall's madness and claim that he was killed for burning the great Cathedral
of St. Harm, the savior of the North.
Some say it is a great honor to act on behalf of the Count but others whisper that Stahlbad is using
the opportunity to rid himself of rivals, malcontents and troublemakers. Still, can the heroes restore
order in Samhain and solve the mystery behind the death of Lord Eichenfall?

World Notes
•

The people of the Empire are human. There exist some non-human races but only on the
fringes and few have ever seen them. For example, Samhain is supposed to be home to the
evil giants called the Fomorians. Also, some houses claim to have fey blood and indeed
display some unusual features such as slightly pointed ears or an almost imperceptible tinge
to their complexion. However, the truth of these tales is passionately disputed.

•

Magic is rare and only used by evil necromancers and demons, not the noble knights of the
Empire. However, there are a few ancient magical swords and suits of armor in the Empire
that have a long heritage and are considered acceptable.

•

Women are considered inferior except in the nobility, where they enjoy almost equal rights.
Still, female knights are rare.

•

The culture of the Empire resembles medieval Germany, France and England. Samhain has
a definite Celtic touch.

Character Creation
Character creation for this adventure is a variant of the quick creation rules. Just answer the
following questions to determine the aspects of your character.
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Which House does the Character Belong to?
Each noble house involved in the tale has a motto and a crest. These reflect the alleged nature of its
members. Although, whether your character is a true son of the house or rejects its values is up to
you and should be reflected in the wording of the aspect. E.g. you might be a “true son of House
Eichenfall” or “quite relaxed for a member of House Golgotha”. Some example houses are given
below.

House Eichenfall

This old and respected house identifies itself by a black multibranched
oak-tree on a split white and red field. Its motto is “Faith never falls!”

House Drachengold

A blue dragon on a quartered field of black and red is the crest of
Drachengold. The red fields contain tiny oak leaves. For the members of
this house “Fire is the best teacher!”

House Golgotha

The shields of Golgothan knight display three white skulls on black field
with a red stripe. “Men must die so man can live!” they cry as they
charge the enemy.

Your own house

If you come from a different house, you pick your own motto and
heraldry.

Why was the Knight sent to Samhain?
Not all members on this quest are volunteers and even those who pledged their sword without
pressure have some agenda for their journey. Chose what motivates you for this adventure.
Dangerous friends

The knight chose the wrong allies at court and now people think he is
part of a conspiracy. The Count-Elector thought it might be best to send
such a dangerous yet possibly innocent person far away from the court,
in this case to Samhain.

Naïve Volunteer

Your knight is possibly young and idealistic. She actually believes that
glory and status can be gained by going to Samhain.

Affair with the Count's
gossiping concubine

Your character had an affair with the concubine of the Count-Elector and
found out that she told almost everybody about it. In order to let things
cool, he took off to Samhain.

Your own reason

There are many other reasons to go to the cold and misty North but
almost all have more to do with the court than with the ill-fated barony
of Samhain.

Two General Aspects
Pick two aspects that describe your character in general. This can be anything, e.g. a fitting
nickname, a personality quirk, relationship, background story element, quotation etc. Some
examples are shown on the next page.
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… the Undecided

…. the Beer Barrel

Shy and blushing

Cold as ice but not cruel

Humiliates underlings,
sucks up to superiors

One-eyed

Gullible

Afraid of ghosts

Likes to stray from the
group

Mysterious red skull amulet Ridiculed bastard son of
inherited from a holy man
Bishop Urmin the Denier.

Rumored to be a cultist of
the old gods of the North

Proud member of the Silent
Choir of Urdu.

Forced to join the order of
the Knights of the Burning
Cross at a young age.

Trailed by a bent-over
“I will do anything for gold,
manservant with a lazy eye. but not that!”

“Hello young lass, you must “Free wine for all! And play “The Samhainers are little
not refuse me a kiss!”
that song again!”
more than animals!”

Your own aspect

Skills and Stunts
Skills are suggested by GM and are arranged into a pyramid by the player (6 Skills +1 to +3). There
are no stunts used in this introductory adventure.
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Backstory
Ten years ago Baron Shillon rose up in treason and was defeated by Sir Eichenfall, who was
rewarded with Samhain as fief. Eichenfall, a pious but cruel knight, looked down on the locals and
put any of the old superstitious rites under heavy penalties. His rule grew increasingly oppressive
when the druids preached against him in the forest. While most locals were loyal and faithful
subjects of the crown, an increasing number of people felt that they might be better off under the
rule of the druids.
About two years ago, Eichenfall found out that the local clergy had been infiltrated by adherents of
the old faith. Enraged he asked the bishop down South to excommunicate and replace the local
priest and his acolytes. However, Bishop Urmin the Denier had little love for Eichenfall and
ignored his pleas. Eventually the Baron took matters into his own hand and invaded the cathedral.
The foul symbols the druids had secretly incorporated into its interior art shocked him so much that
he put the church to the torch.
Yet the general populace knew nothing of the secret cult and declared the Baron mad. Manipulated
by the surviving priests they attacked the castle and lynched their lord. It took time for the news to
reach the Count-Elector and even more time to send an expedition to the province. By the time the
knights arrive, almost a year has passed and the Night of the Dead is near again. As they reach the
outskirts of Rockley, the sun is just setting and the first undead horrors are ready to rise.

Nature of the Adventure
On the Night of the Dead, the locals are on the verge of panic – the dead rise and terrorize the
locals. This year, however, the dead have come early and with every day it gets worse. It will take
the heroes' whole effort to keep the panic from escalating and leading to major unrest.
The population can take 6 plot stress (=rising fear) before riots ensue and lead the province into
chaos. Each event that occurs causes stress, after the Night of the Dead, stress will slowly return to
zero. The sections below describe each “faction” and its actions adding to stress.
Time Tracking: It is three nights before the Night of the Dead. This means four nights of trouble
before the time of terror is over. However, proactive heroes might end the problems before that.

The Locale and Its Denizens
Castle Rockley, a scary place with a horrible draft, is the seat of the local Baron and is currently
run by a stuart. Sir Mercat is a fat local redhead with a broken nose and barely concealed contempt
for the foreigners. The old cook Maggy is motherly and kind but has a dark secret – she follows the
old gods. However, the cook is not in league with the druids and might act as a red herring. Finally,
Lady Elionore, the old but rich widow of the late Baron, is full of grief and protected, even isolated
by the stuart.
The remaining clerics of the cathedral have also found refuge in the castle. They frequently speak of
the late Father Bellmere and Brother Algernon, who were impaled on spikes by the men of
Eichenfall. Father Purim is a skinny freckled man with shaven head and a pig's nose. He is easily
frightened and nervous but is quite good at not revealing his allegiance to the old gods. He has lost
an eye during the battle. Brother Peddleham on the other hand, a tall man with three fresh scars on
the cheek, is calm and has a sinister, hostile stare. He is also a secret druid. The two acolytes are
young men who know little about anything and are evasive. As minor characters they are subject to
assessments.
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The Ruins of the Cathedral have instable sections and are pitch black at night. The formerly
gothic structure was burnt and its treasures were smashed in combat.
•

Unholy: If examined, closely (Investigation vs. 3) one can find strange heathen symbols that
have been woven carefully into the normal artwork inside the church. If they ask any locals,
they can find out that the church was redecorated only 2 years ago.

The Town of Rockley lies near the castle and is home to the “civilized” Samhainers, most of whom
have fully adopted the new faith and have actually lynched their lord when he attacked the
cathedral. The town is under panic but still suspicious of strangers. There are about 3000 people in
town, some of whom might interact with the heroes:
•

Guildmaster Cullon is an old and well-groomed man who dresses in the latest fashion
which looks a bit out of place due to his age. He is very polite to the heroes but is actually a
secret druid ring leader. Cullon occasionally meets with the false priests to coordinate the
terror tactics. Cullon is master of the guild of tanners.

•

Crooked Sam, the Town Drunk is a compulsive liar that dresses and moves gaily. While
most of his talk is lies, he also delights in revealing other people's secrets. He is drunk most
of the time and has a knack for being in the wrong place at the wrong time.

•

Minor characters (that can be assessed by the players) are Hogwan the Smith, Tendril
Eisenhut, a scholar from the South and the greedy merchant Wortimer.

Blackstone Forest surrounds the town of Rockley and is a dark and spooky place. There are several
places of interest that the heroes can find and visit with some appropriate skill check such as
Survival against 2.
•

Druid Circle: There is a druid circle in the forest that seems to have been well-maintained
over the years and has recent footprints that lead back to town. The circle grants power to
those of the old faith and attacks those of different faiths when they first enter (Unholy
Blast+2 vs. Endurance, dealing composure damage). Guildmaster Cullon and the five druids
living in the forest are here at night to conjure undead to attack the town. During the day,
nobody can be found here but there are tracks from the undead that lead to town.

•

Fomorian Cave: The Fomorians dwell in a cave in the forest and the heroes might stumble
upon them, especially if they fail to find the druid circle. The giants are stupid, cruel and
hostile. They also have a taste for human flesh. However, they will not pursue the heroes
should they retreat.

Factions
There are two major factions at play in the barony. The druids use conjured undead to establish
themselves as saviors of the people while the late baron is looking for vengeance for his trip to hell.
The Living Dead/The Druids
This year the living dead rose early, presumably due to the great emotional turmoil the country
is in. Groups of skeletons course the land and cause fear in the populace. If the heroes spend time to
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hunt groups of undead, they can avoid or at least reduce the fear effect.
What people do not know is that the druids have caused the early rising of the living dead to
cause panic among the people and to act as their saviors. Their plan is to attack and destroy the
undead they have conjured. The conspirators will avoid open conflict with the heroes but will not
aid them either, e.g. in a battle with the undead, the druids will mostly ignore any heroes who also
fight the threat. Besides the druids described in the text above, there are 5 other brothers living in
the forest.
In combat, the druids wear loincloth, paint their skin with blue spirals and don black hoods to hide
their identities. They wield wickedly barbed scythes.
Finding out about the druids: The druids' plot is a bold one and leaves certain hints that players
can follow.
•

Missing Locals: Some of the locals know and/or suspect that there are druids in town.
Ultimately, investigation will reveal that five young men are missing. Their families can
reveal where they hide and this will lead the heroes to the Druid Circle in the forest.

•

Local Lore: There are many conflicting tales about the old faith and little can be gained by
listening to these tall tales.

•

The priests: The priests are secret druids and take turns going into the forest, leaving the
castle through a secret route. If the heroes question them (in social conflict), they can find
out their plans and round up the whole druid conspiracy – but this will not stop the black
knight!

•

Traces of Druid Magic: There are small wickermen or similar items hidden in the
graveyard of similar places. The heroes might not make much sense of it but this has
actually started the early rise of the dead. Note, that it is now too late to stop the process,
unless the rites in the forest are disrupted.

Below is an outline of the druids' schedule for the nights up to the Night of the Dead. However, take
into account how player actions will interfere and adjust the steps accordingly.
Night 1: Two groups of 10 skeletons terrorize different parts of the city. One group will scare locals
near the burnt cathedral. This causes 1 fear, unless the heroes intervene.
Night 2: Another group of 4 x 10 skeletons led by a glamored Jack O'Lantern looking like a wraith
(first consequence – illusion drops) comes to town. Another two groups of 10 skeletons will wreak
havoc on the other side of town, so the heroes might feel the need to split up. The druids' plan is to
ride into town with black hoods and “defeat” the undead threat. However, the interference of the
heroes might force them to change plans – as does the unexpected appearance of the black knight.
The druids will not engage in battle but flee as soon as there is opposition. Unless the heroes or the
druids defeat the skeletons fear rises by 1. (But also note the effect of the black knight!)
Night 3: The same as night 2 but the druids are a lot more careful. However, they cannot stop
events any more and will come under full attack by the black knight.
Night of the Dead: If the druid plot has not been stopped yet, they will come out openly and try to
sway public opinion with a ritual of banishment that is essentially fake. This might lead to social or
physical combat with the heroes.
Countermeasures against the heroes: The druids are very unhappy about the heroes showing up.
Use these plots if things do not move along and allow the heroes to trace the druids through these
attacks.
•

They will spread rumors about them, using Crooked Sam to do so. They are quite careful to
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not be identified as the source.
•

They might try to instigate the Fomorians to kill the heroes if they enter the forest, telling
them that the heroes are out to destroy the caves. The evil giants are quite stupid and easily
interrogated after a defeat.

The Black Knight from Hell
Lord Eichenfall did not get the reward he expected in the afterlife and was cast down into hell.
Now, as the druids meddle with the veil to the afterlife, he was freed and tries to hunt down those
who killed him and those who were responsible.
Lord Eichenfall wears a charred black chain mail and wields a flaming sword. Except for hatred,
nothing remains of his personality and he is tightly focused on killing his murderers. Eichenfall can
no longer speak. He rides a black steed. Both rider and mount are partially immaterial.
Night 1: The Black Knight is not yet present but already stirs in hell.
Night 2: The black knight rides into town far away from the main druid battle against the undead.
The knight slays a few skeletons on the way (from the second group) and rides to the castle to kill
Brother Peddleham, who remained behind while his brothers left. This causes 2 fear unless
prevented.
Night 3: The black knight will attack the druids as well as their undead pawns. The druids will try
to flee and the heroes might end up in the middle. Most likely, this is the night where things end. If
the knight survives, this causes 2 fear.
Night 4: If the knight was not defeated, he will try to burn down the castle on this night and kill all
remaining druids. This will cause 5 fear if successful.
Aftermath
After the Night of the Dead, there will either be chaos or time to wrap things up.
Chaos (Fear Level greater then 6): The heroes have failed to avoid panic and the barony rises in
revolution. Unless their plot was somehow revealed, the druids will take over control and hunt for
the heroes to avoid them returning to their master. Things will be interesting but eventually the
heroes should escape home.
Druids Defeated: If the heroes manage to defeat the druids and one of them is left alive, he will
reveal the plot after some questioning. They know nothing about the Black Knight, though.
However, if the heroes reveal that the Black Knight was Eichenfall, the druid will speculate the he
was released from hell by their meddling and will also reveal the circumstances of his death.
The Black Knight Defeated: If the Knight is slain, his body will turn to immaterial hellfire. Any
locals present will recognize the face of Eichenfall in the flames and people will come to the
conclusions that it was the Baron who came back to have his vengeance.
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Creature Catalogue
Various People at Court (Good Extras):
5 physical stress, 5 composure stress, 4 fate points, 3 consequences
Skills: Empathy +3, Rapport +2, Deceit +2, Resolve +1, Leadership +1, Melee Weapons +1
Aspects: various
Stunts: None
Equipment: Sword (+3), Light Armor (one consequence)
The Black Knight (Superb Elite):
9 physical stress, 5 composure stress, 6 fate points, 3 consequences
Skills: Alertness +5, Weapons +4, Death +4, Resolve +3, Intimidation +3, Leadership +3, Athletics
+2
Aspects: flaming sword, except for hatred nothing remains of his personality, tightly focused on
killing his murderers, can no longer speak, rides a black steed, both rider and mount are partially
immaterial.
Stunts: None
Equipment: Sword (+3 damage), chainmail (-1 stress, noisy, damaged by heat and fire)
The Druids (Good Extras):
People from Rockely Town who secretly act as priests of the old
faith. The aspects are given above, different ones for each druid.
4 physical stress, 5 composure stress, 4 fate points, 3 consequences
Attached minions: 4 lay members of the cult (+1 bonus, 4 stress)
Skills: Magic (Nature) +3, Deceit+2, Empathy+2, Melee Weapon
+1, Athletics +1, Resolve+1, Stealth+1, Survival+1
Stunts: None
Aspects: as per character plus- black hoods, wickedly spiked
scythes.
Magic use: Entangle, animate plant to strangle entangled enemies,
gain plant-like aspects
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Jack O'Lantern (Good Extra):
This pumpkin construct is a mindless tool of the druids. It has been glamored to look like a wraith,
i.e. a floating empty ragged cape.
4 physical stress, 4 composure stress, 4 fate points, 3 consequences, Note: The first consequence is
a dropping of the glamor which reveals the Jack O'Lantern's true nature.
Skills: Death +3, Melee Weapons +2, Intimidation +2, Athletics +1, Resolve +1
Aspects: Enchanted to look like a Wraith, bright flame inside the skull, mindless automaton,
animated plant
Stunts: None
9 Skeletons (Average Minions):
9 Stress, Melee Weapons+4 (+3 bonus)
Aspects: Brittle and Smashable
Fomorian Warrior (Good Extra):
9 physical stress, 5 composure stress, 5 fate points, 3 consequences,
Skills: Fists +3, Might +2, Endurance +2, Intimidation+1, Survival+1
Aspects: Cruel towards enemy and ally alike, hungry for human flesh, twisted body
Stunts: None
3 Fomorian Tribesmen (Fair Minions):
6 Stress, Melee Weapons+3 (+1 bonus)
Aspects: Hungry for human flesh, twisted body

Map Notes
The appendix contains a couple of maps that will help you with the adventure. There are no details
but most of it is self-explanatory. You can download a higher resolution map of Rockley at
www.hardpoints.de. Finally, while not in this adventure's materials a map of the druid circle might
come in handy - the layout should be relatively obvious.
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Appendix: Village of Rockley Map
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Appendix: Rockley Castle – Ground Level
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Appendix: Rockley Castle - Level 1
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Appendix: Rockley Castle – Level 2
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Appendix: Rockley Castle – Crypt Level
Note that the crypt level contains a link to the well on the ground level map. This is a secret
“entrance/exit” of sorts.
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Appendix: Replay
You will probably only play this adventure once with your group. Yet, this game is quite suitable for
convention play and there is some chance that one or two of the players might already now it. This
appendix contains some suggestions who to modify the tale to allow replay.
Variant – Druids are the Good Guys
If one or your characters has a special relation (positive or negative) with nature and/or the old faith,
this variant might be interesting for you. In this scenario, the druids have not conjured the undead as
tools of terror. Instead, the undead are minions of the Knight from Hell. The druids know they have
fallen from grace and thus act secretly. Their protective charms and stealth forays will attract the
players' attention but ultimately, they are just disgraced good guys looking to do the right thing.
Variant – Druids, Fomorians and the Knight are merely Tools
While the basic story is the same as in the main adventure, the druids, the knight and even the
Fomorians are merely tools of slumbering alien evil long entrapped in the darkest part of the forest.
This evil can only act on those that bear its mark – a festering brand somewhere on the body. It has
but a single but powerful henchman who creates the unwilling minions. You should practically
through each layer of the conspiracy (druids, knight, Fomorians) at the players to show them that
there is some greater power behind everything.
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Appendix: Savage Worlds Conversion
If you want to play this adventure with Savage Worlds, I recommend the Fantasy Companion as a
source for opponent statistics. However, you should drastically reduce the number of opponents –
minions in Savage Worlds are a lot tougher than in Legends of Anglerre.
Various People at Court
Since these guys will most likely not be the target of physical attacks, treat them as having all traits
at d6, except for Persuasion d8 and Notice d8. Some of the tougher customers might also have
Intimidation d8 and/or Taunt d8.
The Black Knight (Wild Card)
The main combat challenge in this adventure.
Attributes: Agility d8, Smarts d4, Spirit d8*, Strength d8, Vigor d8
Skills: Fighting d10, Guts d10, Intimidation d8
Pace: 6 (10 on horse); Parry: 8*; Toughness: 10(2)*
Special Abilities:
•

Undead: +2 toughness, +2 to recover from being shaken

•

Improved Parry

•

Partially Immaterial: All attacks suffer a -1 penalty to hit.

•

Rotting Gaze: A a normal action, the Black Knight can gaze at a target, which must pass an
opposed Spirit roll vs. the Knight's Intimidation. If the knight succeeds, the target is shaken.
If the Black Knight scores a raise, the target takes a wound.

Gear: Sword (Str+d8, +2 fire damage and may set things on fire), Chain Mail (armor 2)
The Druids (Wild Cards)
Use the dryad stats (Fantasy Companion pg. 115), except that the druids are not attractive.
Jack O'Lantern
Attributes: Agility d8, Smarts d6, Spirit d8, Strength d12, Vigor d10
Skills: Fighting d8
Pace: 5; Parry: 6; Toughness: 9(2)*
Special Abilities:
•

Armor +2

•

Lashing Vines: Str + d6, Reach 2

•

Improved Sweep

•

Entangle: When the Jack scores at least a result of shaken, the character is entangled,
suffers -1 to any actions and cannot move away. It takes an opposed Strength check to break
free. The Jack can entangle only two characters before it runs out of vines to attack
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additional targets.
•

Camouflage: At first, the Jack appears like a wraith. After the first wound is scored, the
illusion collapses.

Skeletons
You should only use one or two per character to avoid turning the combat into a drag. (Fantasy
Companion, pg. 147)
Fomorian Warriors
These are extras except for the leader of the tribe. Throw as many at your players as you think they
can handle. Note that these monsters are strong but dumb and will make tactical mistakes, waste
valuable time arguing amongst each other etc. (Use the common giant from Fantasy Companion,pg
120)
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